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Auction

Auction Location: On-SiteSet on over 1.5 acres of prime land, this prized bushland parcel offers the opportunity of a

lifetime within the prestigious Coolum Chase Estate, with breathtaking hinterland and mountain vistas and the

opportunity to create a lifestyle acreage residence of your dreams.Surrounded by premium acreage properties, this

substantial blank canvas offers a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to create a bespoke residence that fulfils your every

desire in a position that is, quite simply, perfection. Positioned with a preferred north/south orientation encompassing

uninterrupted views, including ocean vistas should you decide on a two-storey residence, this property lets you enjoy

coastal breezes, spectacular sunsets and glorious morning daybreaks. AT A GLANCE• Stunning Coolum Chase Estate

acreage• 6,816m2 prime bushland parcel• 37m road frontage• Elevated position with spectacular hinterland views•

Opportunity for ocean vistas• Rare position with unparalleled possibilities• Coveted locale set within prestigious

homes• Build your forever dream homePositioned in a prime locale, the property is only a short drive from quality local

schooling, including St Andrews Anglican College and Coolum Beach Christian College, just ten minutes from Coolum and

Peregian Beach villages cafes, shopping and surf and twenty minutes to Noosa's Main Beach and Hastings Street, offering

the best of acreage living set within moments of the coast.Offering a rare opportunity to be amongst a select few

residents in this prime location, take advantage of this moment in time to create your happily ever after.Disclaimer: This

property is being sold without a price therefore a price guide cannot be provided. The website may have filtered the

property into a price bracket for website functionality purposes.


